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In the heart of downtown Los Angeles, the new Wilshire Grand 
Center rises, the tallest building west of the Mississippi. It was Kore-
an Airlines’ (developer/anchor tenant) vision to create an iconic 

tower – a symbol of the friendship between South Korea and the U.S. 
The InterContinental Hotel and office tower is configured to maxi-
mize views of Santa Monica, the Pacific Ocean and LA’s acclaimed 
sunsets to the southwest and the Hollywood Hills and the San Gabri-
el Mountains to the north. Los Angeles’ energy and vibrancy is liter-

ally at the building’s feet - allowing guests and visitors to tap into the 
Metro system and the city’s vast freeway network to explore. 

The hotel design embodies three main organizing criteria: 1) 
Shape the project around LA’s unique climate by blurring the 
line between indoors and out, maximize natural light and vistas; 
2) Seamlessly tap into DTLA’s transformative character; 3) Offer 
visitors a collection of workplaces and leisure spaces that included 
the plaza below and the ‘city in the sky’ above.

Wilshire Grand Center
DOWNTOWN

PROJECT  
HIGHLIGHTS
�  Great location in the heart of 

downtown
�  Tallest building west of the 

Mississippi
�   Stunning views the ocean on 

one side and the Hollywood 
Hills on the other

�  Metro accessible – right at the 
foot of the building

WHO’S 
BUILDING L.A.
SPOTLIGHT

Just a few blocks from Hollywood & 
Highland and the Hollywood Bowl, the 
construction of the Highland & Franklin 

apartments is underway. The six-story, 118-
unit project is expected to be completed in 
2019. Aside from its location in the heart of 
Hollywood, the project will offer spacious 
1,2 and 3 bedroom units with stylish inte-

riors. The building will feature attractive 
exterior materials of metal paneling, plaster 
and glass. The tenants will be treated to 
a spacious pool and spa area and nearly a 
half-acre of landscaped grounds including 
the pool deck area and interior courtyard. 
Other amenities include a fitness center 
and a theater for guests. 

The project was developed by  
1840 Highland Partners, LLC with Frymer  
Construction as General Contractor.  
The architect is Arquitectonica.  
The Highland & Franklin project is an 
exciting addition to the numerous other  
developments that are ongoing through- 
out Hollywood.

Highland & Franklin
HOLLYWOOD

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
�  118 residential units
�  166,000 sq. ft. of floor space
�   20,905 sq. ft. of landscaped grounds
�  Three levels of parking for 218 vehicles

WHO’S 
BUILDING L.A.
SPOTLIGHT
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By ELLEN MAIR

It was interesting watching all the online posts 
and discussion during Women in Construc-
tion Week earlier this month. It’s amazing to 

think about how far our industry has come with 
women serving in roles ranging from laborers to 
vice presidents. 

As far as we have come, we still have steps to 
take. Women and people of color are still under-
represented in our industry. Are young women 
really considering careers in our business, where 
we have a critical labor shortage to fill?

Our entire industry needs to focus on ways 
we can not only attract more women and people 
of color, but retain them through inclusive cul-
tures and fun, fulfilling careers.

GIVING CULTURE CHANGE A PUSH
We have to acknowledge that many industries’ 

cultures have not always been welcoming for 
women and people of color. Informal teambuild-
ing events have often been planned without con-
sideration or invitation for everyone. A colleague 
told a story about not being invited on a fishing 
trip with her male team members. They didn’t 
think it was something she would be interested 
in, though, if they had asked, they would have 
learned she loves to fish. When women are left 
out of softer networking opportunities like that, it 
can affect the relationships they build and it rein-
forces an environment where women are separate.

Our Skanska Women’s Network has been cre-
ated to help bring those issues to the fore. Through 

meaningful programming and a well-organized 
local chapter leadership structure, we’ve built an 
inclusive way for these topics to be addressed. This 
group, sponsored by our top executives, provides 
a comfortable forum for dialogue that can change 
a culture. It has changed the way we approach 
everything from teambuilding to professional 
development discussions and, at the very least, 
it doesn’t assume culture will magically change 
without work. It’s fine to say everyone is equal in 
your eye, but changing an office culture takes more 
than that.  Other industries have had these sorts of 
internal networking groups for years and we need 
to keep pace if we’re going to attract the best.

We know from research that those recruits 
and current employees want to look around 
and see themselves reflected in their leadership. 
If that’s not possible, we have to encourage 
executives to actively sponsor employees, going 
beyond mentoring to advocate for their inclu-
sion at the management table.

When we get this right, we will have more 
inclusive teams that can make more informed 
business decisions, and deliver better business 
results. 

RECRUITING BEYOND THE NORM
Our efforts to recruit talented college grad-

uates are strong as an industry. The next step is 
showing how construction offers people without 
a degree a very well-paying career. To do so, we 
need to get in the game earlier, targeting high 
school – and even middle school – students. 
With strong local unions and our ability to sup-

port apprenticeship programs, we can move the 
needle for students who aren’t looking to attend 
college and show them meaningful, lifelong work.

Once we have people in the door, we have 
to ensure the culture matches what they need 
to retain them. We’re looking at a number of 
ways to not only create an inclusive culture, but 
one that lets people work in ways best for them 

while still delivering their work well. With lap-
tops, mobile technology and more, sometimes 
the only barrier is people’s perceptions. Beyond 
just flexibility, we’re having discussions about 
what we can do to make sure we’re offering the 
right kind of maternity or child care support. 
There are likely tough decisions to make, but it’s 
a vital discussion to have… and the outcomes 
will affect us for years to come.

WORKING TOGETHER AS AN INDUSTRY
No one firm can do this alone. We certainly 

compete for talent, but we can make our entire 
industry more diverse. Our BootCamp program, 
which shows traditionally-underutilized small 
businesses how they can win work and grow, is a 
great example. When we help a women-owned 
subcontractor succeed, it fills in a new piece of 
the inclusion puzzle, creating new possibilities for 
employees and future entrepreneurs.

Ultimately, we need to capture the spirit of 
the kids who pause when walking by our proj-
ect sites, looking on at the big machines. We 
have to do more to tell stories that bring people 
inside the job site fence. We also have to show 
how the work we do supports the economy and 
sustainability of our communities, too. 

For all our progress, let’s not let the con-
versation stall. We can change the face of our 
industry through a variety of efforts and, ulti-
mately, make our businesses stronger.

Ellen Mair is Business Development Director at 
Skanska.

 
Frymer Construction offers the right 
mix of skill, experience and passion 
for successful projects. 
 
 Specializing in multi-family and 

mixed-use developments  

 With dozens of major projects to 
date and nearly 1,500 apartment 
units completed 

 Skilled with complex or difficult 
construction conditions 

 Full Pre-construction services 
available 

 Skilled with Adaptive Reuse &       
Remodel projects 

 Active in Los Angeles, Hollywood, 
Santa Monica & the San Fernando 
Valley 

 Established in 2002  

 
Frymer Construction 
www.frymer.com  
general@frymer.com 
Ph: 310-231-2214 
 

Working Together for a More Inclusive Industry
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A New Look
for A New Century
5901 Century is conveniently located in the heart 

Los Angeles and Silicon Beach, adjacent to the 

Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The 

Property enjoys great proximity to the Pacific 

Ocean and the popular communities of Playa 

Vista to the north and Downtown El Segundo / 

Manhattan Beach to the South.

Best value in West Los Angeles!
www.5901Century.com

Jason Fine: Senior Vice President
Steve Solomon: Regional Director
Kristen Bowman: Associate

(424) 294 3431
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R&A Architecture + Design reimagined 
traditional open-office models to create 
an innovative and flexible workplace  

for the new North American Center for 
BCG Digital Ventures located in  
Manhattan Beach.  

The design is intended to emphasize the 
integration of, and collaboration among, 

the client’s three 
operational dis-
ciplines: product 
design, digital 
engineering, and 
business strategy 

consulting.  By conceiving a new, flexible 
space design and organization, R&A creat-
ed an adaptable template to fit a variety of 
floor plates. 

WHO’S 
BUILDING L.A.
SPOTLIGHT

BCG: Digital Ventures
MANHATTAN BEACH

PROJECT 
HIGHLIGHTS
�  Great location on Rosecrans  

in Manhattan Beach
�  Reimagined version of the 

open office model
�   Adaptable template works with  

a variety of floor plates
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A s a joint-venture, Jacobsen and Swinerton 
are under contract to execute the $500  
million reimagination of Beverly Center, 

L.A.’s iconic shopping destination, envisioned 
by Taubman Centers, Inc. and Studio Fuksas. 

Critical focus areas for the project include 
creating a bright, contemporary and highly 
accessible exterior and interior that engages  

the center with the  
surrounding neighbor-
hood, producing an 
effortless arrival, parking 
and departure experi-
ence, and offering a  

perfectly curated retail lineup and superior  

destination dining. 
In re-envisioning Beverly Center, the team is 

looking to create LA’s signature urban shopping 
and dining experience, as well as an exciting, 
pedestrian-friendly anchor to one of the most 
creative and diverse neighborhoods in the world. 

Upon completion, Beverly Center’s shoppers 
and diners will feel its new personality through 
significant changes that include a continuous 
ribbon of new skylights that will bathe the entire 
center’s elegant and contoured floor openings 
and curves in natural light, plus a shimmering 
new exterior that incorporates a perforated steel 
facade and will beautifully capture light during 
all parts of the day.

Beverly Center
LOS ANGELES

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
�  $500 million renovation project
�  Bright, contemporary and highly accessible exterior and interior features
�   Designed to better integrate into surrounding neighborhood
�  Continuous ribbon of new skylights

WHO’S 
BUILDING L.A.
SPOTLIGHT
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usa.skanska.com       CA #817578 / 140069

Supporting local and underrepresented businesses.
Recruiting from new places.
Skanska is working to make sure construction in LA is as diverse as LA.

Changing the face of 
LA construction
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Y oung Israel of Century City is much more 
than simply a beautifully reimagined build-
ing; it is truly the center of a close-knit com-

munity in the heart of West LA’s Jewish culture. 
Situated on Pico Boulevard between Rexford 
and Glenville, the Modern Orthodox synagogue 
brings together three previously disjointed 

buildings to form a 
cohesive gathering 
place complete with a 
renovated sanctuary, 
social hall (that doubles 
as a Beit Midrash – a 

place of learning), multiple youth rooms, as well 
as a large Kosher kitchen, rabbinical staff offices, 
and a breathtaking rotunda at the synagogue’s 
bright main entryway. It also more than doubled 
its physical size, from 9,675 square feet to 20,700 

square feet. Two of the project’s three buildings 
were demolished to make way for new construc-
tion, while the sanctuary itself was retained and 
completely renovated, maintaining the history 
and heart of the building.

The project consists of the renovated 
Schlesinger Sanctuary to the east, joined at 
the center with a brand new expansive rotunda 
meant for gathering and socializing, which 
in turn connects to the newly-constructed 
Kornwasser Building at the western end of the 
project. The latter contains the ground floor 
Mintz Beit Midrash/Social Hall as well as the 
second floor, which features the Teichman 
youth rooms, the Nagel Library wing and staff 
offices. A suspended staircase connects the first 
and second floors, or guests are welcome to use 
the newly installed elevator.

Young Israel of Century City
CENTURY CITY

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
�  New construction of two buildings
�  Complete renovation of existing synagogue including new exterior façade, 

interior structural framing, MEP, new roof structure
�   Reinforcing structural steel has been added
�  Beautiful design includes laser cut panels, floor to ceiling high end shelving, 

radius decorative structural steel entry stair with glass, elevator and separate 
material lift

WHO’S 
BUILDING L.A.
SPOTLIGHT
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